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Today is about generating new ideas

• … about improving educational experiences 
…in the era of a Net-connected society 
…moving beyond just e-learning …and 
creating new and valuable experiences for 
learners



Education and training providers 
need new ideas like Nigel’s

…and Nigel’s fresh ideas resonate with the 
ideas and attitudes captured in Ideas for 
Practitioners – from leading innovators



New ideas matter

Working smarter and smarter rather than working 
cheaper and harder is really the only strategy for a 

developed society…  

(Thomas Friedman, in the special edition on “The 
Knowledge Revolution”, Newsweek, Dec 2005 – Feb 

2006, p.12)



In the midst of the digital age, 
providers need new ideas…about 

fundamentals, including:
learners’ multiple needs

clients’ changing preferences
society’s complex needs

industry’s fluctuating  directions
innovative services
quality standards

thriving amidst uncertainty and turbulence



In the context of the digital 
revolution, providers need to 

generate new ideas to:

refresh products and services
improve customer responsiveness
deliver customers superior value
increase providers’ uniqueness

be sustainable providers



Nigel Paine, JMA and 
AEShareNet invite you to share 

our goals for providers: 

• to understand the forces of change in a digital 
world

• to identify new ways of working, sharing and 
learning

• to develop new ideas and approaches



Introducing Nigel Paine

“70% of Australians now produce 
something that you cannot drop on 

your foot” Dale Spender 2005



“IP is the asset of any ‘new economy’ and 
protecting and managing your IP is often the 
difference between your enterprise’s success 

or failure.“
Introduction, IP Toolbox: using intellectual property in your 

business, IP Australia, 2001



Digital impacts

Media
• One to many > many to many
• The audience in the drivers seat
Learning
• One to many > many to many
• The learner in the drivers seat

Adapted from Jenny Ferber ABC March 2006



Nigel Paine 
will provide a wealth of ideas about 

working and learning in such a world



Australian education perspective

Resonance and dissonance



A critical local case study

Louise Turnbull



Summarising the links between 
UK and Australia

Challenges and solutions



Putting ideas into future practice


